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Calm after the Storm 5

Verse 1

Oh, been through
There ain't nothin'
here in the calm after the storm.

Oh, been through
There ain't nothin'
here in the calm after the storm.

Verse 3

Oh, been through
May be I can find you down

Oh, been through
May be I can find you down

Electric guitar Solo
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02 SATB Combo Bb

Verse 2

Do you

here in the calm after the storm. Ooh

Tears on a highway Water in my eyes This

Do you

here in the calm after the storm. Ooh

Tears on a highway Water in my eyes This

Do you

here in the calm after the storm. Ooh

Tears on a highway Water in my eyes This

I can say I'm sorry But I don't wanna lie

Rain ain't gonna change us So what's the use of cry?

I can say I'm sorry But I don't wanna lie

Rain ain't gonna change us So what's the use of cry?

I can say I'm sorry But I don't wanna lie

I can say I'm sorry But I don't wanna lie

I can say I'm sorry But I don't wanna lie
Calm after the Storm 5
02 SATB Combo Bb
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[Music notation]

There ain't nothin' new here in the calm after the storm.

[Music notation]
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Calm after the Storm 5

Verse 1:

S
Ooh here in the calm after the storm Ooh

A
been through There ain't no-thin' here in the calm after the storm Ooh Ooh

T
been through There ain't no-thin' here in the calm after the storm Ooh Ooh

B
Ooh here in the calm after the storm Ooh

Eb
f m D♭ A♭(voiced) A♭(voiced)

P.A.

Synth

Gtr.
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D. S.

Verse 3:
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Ooh

Ooh May be I can find you_ down

May be I can find you_ down
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Verse 2

I'm thinkin' about you here in the calm after the storm.

Tears on a highway.
Water in my eyes.

This blue,

I'm thinkin' about you here in the calm after the storm.

Ooh Ooh

Verse 2

I'm thinkin' about you here in the calm after the storm.

Tears on a highway.
Water in my eyes.

This blue,
May be I can find you

May be I can find you

May be I can find you

May be I can find you

May be I can find you

May be I can find you

May be I can find you

May be I can find you

May be I can find you

May be I can find you

May be I can find you

May be I can find you

May be I can find you

May be I can find you
10 Calm after the Storm
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05 SATB small Combo

Chorus 1

I'm thinkin' about you
here in the calm after the storm.

Verse 2

I'm thinkin' about you
here in the calm after the storm.
I just wanna know if stay in
is better than good-bye.

I just wanna know if stay in
is better than good-bye.

I just wanna know if stay in
is better than good-bye.

I just wanna know if stay in
is better than good-bye.

Ooh

Ooh

Ooh

Ooh

Calm after the Storm 5
05 SATB small Combo
Chorus 2

I'm thinkin' about you here in the
skies are black and blue,

I'm thinkin' about you here in the
skies are black and blue,

I'm thinkin' about you here in the
skies are black and blue,

I'm thinkin' about you here in the
skies are black and blue,

Ooph
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Ooph
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Fmaj7
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A\(no\3\)

[Sample music notation]
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Ooh

May be I can find you down this bro\-ken line. May-

Ooh

Ooh
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A\textsuperscript{(no3)}
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I'm think in' a bout you.
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Don't wanna lie.

But I can say I'm sorry.

I ain't gon' change us.

So what's the use of cry?
Calm after the Storm

Chorus 3

Demo Version
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This rain ain’t gon-na change us, So what’s the use of cry?

I can say I’m sorry, But I don’t wanna lie, I just wanna know if stay in’ is

Chorus 2

Ooh, skies are black and blue, I’m think-in’ about bet-ter than good-bye.

But I don’t wanna lie, I just wanna know if stay in’ is
Calm after the Storm 5
07 SATB Piano Advanced

Verse 3
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Skies are black and blue
Think in' a bout you

Ooh
skies are black and blue,
I'm think in' a bout you

Ooh
skies are black and blue,
I'm think in' a bout you

Ooh
skies are black and blue,
I'm think in' a bout you

Chorus 4

S

A

T

B

PA

Skies are black and blue
Think in' a bout you

Ooh
skies are black and blue,
I'm think in' a bout you

Ooh
skies are black and blue,
I'm think in' a bout you

Ooh
skies are black and blue,
I'm think in' a bout you

Chorus 4

S

A

T

B

PA

Skies are black and blue
Think in' a bout you

Ooh
skies are black and blue,
I'm think in' a bout you

Ooh
skies are black and blue,
I'm think in' a bout you

Ooh
skies are black and blue,
I'm think in' a bout you

Chorus 4

S

A

T

B

PA

Skies are black and blue
Think in' a bout you

Ooh
skies are black and blue,
I'm think in' a bout you

Ooh
skies are black and blue,
I'm think in' a bout you

Ooh
skies are black and blue,
I'm think in' a bout you

Chorus 4

S

A

T

B

PA

Skies are black and blue
Think in' a bout you

Ooh
skies are black and blue,
I'm think in' a bout you

Ooh
skies are black and blue,
I'm think in' a bout you

Ooh
skies are black and blue,
I'm think in' a bout you

Chorus 4

S

A

T

B

PA

Skies are black and blue
Think in' a bout you

Ooh
skies are black and blue,
I'm think in' a bout you

Ooh
skies are black and blue,
I'm think in' a bout you

Ooh
skies are black and blue,
I'm think in' a bout you

Chorus 4

S

A

T

B

PA

Skies are black and blue
Think in' a bout you

Ooh
skies are black and blue,
I'm think in' a bout you

Ooh
skies are black and blue,
I'm think in' a bout you

Ooh
skies are black and blue,
I'm think in' a bout you

Chorus 4

S

A

T

B

PA

Skies are black and blue
Think in' a bout you

Ooh
skies are black and blue,
I'm think in' a bout you

Ooh
skies are black and blue,
I'm think in' a bout you

Ooh
skies are black and blue,
I'm think in' a bout you

Chorus 4

S

A

T

B

PA

Skies are black and blue
Think in' a bout you

Ooh
skies are black and blue,
I'm think in' a bout you

Ooh
skies are black and blue,
I'm think in' a bout you

Ooh
skies are black and blue,
I'm think in' a bout you

Chorus 4

S

A

T

B

PA

Skies are black and blue
Think in' a bout you

Ooh
skies are black and blue,
I'm think in' a bout you

Ooh
skies are black and blue,
I'm think in' a bout you

Ooh
skies are black and blue,
I'm think in' a bout you

Chorus 4

S

A

T

B

PA

Skies are black and blue
Think in' a bout you

Ooh
skies are black and blue,
I'm think in' a bout you

Ooh
skies are black and blue,
I'm think in' a bout you

Ooh
skies are black and blue,
I'm think in' a bout you

Chorus 4

S

A

T

B

PA

Skies are black and blue
Think in' a bout you

Ooh
skies are black and blue,
I'm think in' a bout you

Ooh
skies are black and blue,
I'm think in' a bout you

Ooh
skies are black and blue,
I'm think in' a bout you

Chorus 4

S

A

T

B

PA

Skies are black and blue
Think in' a bout you

Ooh
skies are black and blue,
I'm think in' a bout you

Ooh
skies are black and blue,
I'm think in' a bout you

Ooh
skies are black and blue,
I'm think in' a bout you

Chorus 4

S

A

T

B

PA

Skies are black and blue
Think in' a bout you

Ooh
skies are black and blue,
I'm think in' a bout you

Ooh
skies are black and blue,
I'm think in' a bout you

Ooh
skies are black and blue,
I'm think in' a bout you
Intro  \( \frac{q}{=115} \) Medium Country

Verse 1

```
Dri vin' in a fast lane,
Coun' tin' mile mar-ker signs.

emp-ty seat be-side me,
keeps you on my mind.

Li vin'in the heart-ache,
```
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I'm thinkin' about you here in the calm after the storm.

Verse 2

Ooh

Tears on a highway.

Water in my eyes.

This

Rain ain't gonna change us,

So what's the use of cry?

Ooh
Calm after the Storm 5
Chorus 3

pp

here in the calm af- ter the storm.

Ooh

here in the calm af- ter the storm.

Ooh

here in the calm af- ter the storm.

Ooh

after all that we’ve been through.

There ain’t no thin’

after all that we’ve been through.

There ain’t no thin’

new

here in the calm af- ter the storm.

Ooh

here in the calm af- ter the storm.

Ooh

here in the calm af- ter the storm.

Ooh

Instr. Solo
Calm after the Storm 7
09 SATB

Chorus 4

Skies are black and blue.

Think in' about you.

Ooh

skies are black and blue,

I'm thinkin' about you here in the calm after the storm.

There ain't no-thing new here in the calm after the storm.

There ain't no-thing new here in the calm after the storm.
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I'm thinkin' about you here in the calm after the storm.

There ain't no' thing new here in the calm after the storm.
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Intro
Verse1
Drivin' in the fast lane. Countin' mile marker signs
The empty seat beside me. Keeps you on my mind
Livin' in the heartache. Was never something I pursued
I can't keep on chasin'. What I can't be for you

Chorus1
Ooh skies are black and blue
I'm thinkin' about you
Here in the calm after the storm

Verse2
Tears on the highway. Water in my eyes
This rain ain't gonna change us. So what's the use to cry?
I could say I'm sorry. But I don't wanna lie
I just wanna know if stayin'. Is better than goodbye

Chorus2
Ooh skies are black and blue
I'm thinkin' about you
Here in the calm after the storm

Chorus3
Ooh after all that we've been through
There ain't nothing new
Here in the calm after the storm

Instr. Solo
Verse3
Maybe I can find you. Down this broken line
Maybe you can find me. Guess we'll know in time

Chorus4
Ooh skies are black and blue
I'm thinkin' about you
Here in the calm after the storm
There ain't nothing new
Here in the calm after the storm
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